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The article briefly investigates the ways of formation and the contents of
the libraries of Niasvizh and Birzhai lines of the princes Radziwills’ in 17 th
century. It stresses a particular interest of the Radziwills in religious literature
(edition of Holy Scripture, polemic literature, church history), historical works,
and works of ancient authors. Italso emphasizes the importance of researching
the cultural function of a book.
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Old Polish ancestral book collections are, for the history of books researchers, very
precious object of analyses. Library registers, favourite reading matter notice and finally
preserved copies from collections attainment allow to many-sided study of consciousness of
the particular family members, approach their literary culture and designate the book
collections’ functions. Investigating books in the period of Renaissance Janusz S. Gruchała
paid attention to functionalism as ‘fundamental demand’1 and he proposed to shift attention
into a new aspect of bibliological inquiries ‘instead of social function one should study
cultural function of the book’2.
The Radziwiłł’s libraries seem to be a good instance for indicated function treatment.
They existed in two different circles in terms of religion: in the Roman Catholic (Niasvizh line)
and Protestant environment (Birzhai line). The Lithuanian magnates’ collections began to
develop at large in 17th century. At that time the book collections were arranged and enlarged,
suitable rooms were built for them as well. Their inventories also came from that century.
The Radziwiłłs pursued the policy of purchasing and gathering books in a very considered
way, according to pointed priorities. Ideological regards and religious justification were
undoubtedly above all the guiding principle. Preserved registers show that representatives
of the evangelical and the Roman Catholic family lines in the first place collected works
with theological coverage.
In the book collection belonging to Mikołaj Krzysztof Sierotka the most numerous
group made works of religious contents. Roman Catholic dissertations, polemics, disputations, church rites’ regulations were amongst them3.
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It is proper to emphasize that in the Niasvizh library’s inventory from 1651 made by
Jan Hanowicz, Protestant prints had been noted down. They were later delivered to
representatives of Birzhai line4.
Janusz Radziwiłł’s list of his private collection of books reveals, that he was also the
most interested in theological works. In his library he possessed writings in the field of the
church history, several editions of the Bible, polemical works, song-books, and – what is
specially interesting – works concerning other confessions. Inge Luksaite noticed, that the
prince oriented himself in the essential theological issues in domains of Lutheranism,
Catholicism and the Anglican Church5.
The Holy Scripture took the most outstanding place among the religious books. In the
Radziwiłł’s environment the Brest Bible was preferably read. Its reading was recommended
by both Mikołaj Czarny6 as well as prince Krzysztof7 to their studying sons. Janusz the
elder owned the Slovenian Bible8 in his library, whereas in the register of his nephew’s (namesake) travelling book collection we encounter the entry – ‘The Polish Bible silver bound’9.
The copies of this prestigious work published in 1563 were also used for utilitarian targets.
They were distributed as the present of great worth, for example Mikołaj Sierotka donated
the velvet bound Radziwiłł’s Bible to the prince of Wirtembergia10. The famous person of
peregrination did not leave the Holy Scripture all his life and destined a special place in his
collection for it, when he wrote: ‘let my great love would be in the castle library’11.
In his testament Piotr Kochlewski expressed similar attachment to this book, about
which he asked:
‘I oblige those daughters the three Polish Brest Bible to share as the most important
jewel. The library and the all books written to keep faithfully – for sons’12.
Confidential secretary of the Birzhai Radziwiłłs chose the 17th century edition of the
Holy Scripture, although he dedicated the copy of Gdansk Bible to the king – in the name
of his protector. Brest Bible enjoyed such great respect in the evangelical family line that
the prince Krzysztof himself appointed it at the beginning of his dedication in gdańska
edition13. It was refered to Władysław IV as ‘the dearest and above all my abundance, even
above health, gift’14.
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In spite of such emotional attitude to the Polish Holy Scripture translation sometimes
precious copies were treated as a deposit. Register of matters (...) in Elbląg from 1619 amongst
the list of porcelain, paintings contains information: ‘One Slovenian Bible. Different books
particularly sixty and seven pieces’15. It is worth to notice that even in such kind of register
the copy of Holy Scripture were treated exceptionally.
In 17th century the Radziwiłłs’ libraries apart from religious books, historical works
were willingly gathered. In the book list of Niasvizh and Birzhai lines the works of
historians i. a. Marcin Kromer’s, Maciej Stryjkowski’s, Stanisław Orzechowski’s appeared.
In Kromer’s book Compendium, albo krótkie opisanie tak książąt i królów polskich we meet
characteristic statement:
‘All historians and chroniclers urgent reading is very useful for everyone’16.
Preferably Radziwiłłs knew and financed publishing the books concerning the family
history. In the dedication preceding the translation of Niektóre psalmy Dawidowe Salomon
Rysiński refered to favourite readings of prince Krzysztof,
‘I do not doubt, that reading the issues of your Ancestry
That led them to immortal fame
A lot of time for that you devote at the cost of rest
Cause you have fun and really enjoy it’17.
Apart from collecting works concerning history of Rzeczpospolita the Radziwiłłs
were interested in history and geography of Western and Central Europe. Besides, they
willingly gathered works in the domain of law, philosophy, military or handbooks simplifying foreign languages learning18.
So the Radziwiłłs’ book collections were frequently used, books were collected in
considering and planned way. The choice of the titles depended however not only on their
owners. The last ones appointed for this task their courtiers as well, especially during their
peregrinations abroad. The journeys of the studying Radziwiłłs were good opportunities for
increasing the collections. Mikołaj Czarny in the time of his son Sierotka’s education,
ordered to buy him all the news, particularly regarding religious novelties as well as historical works and ancient authors’ editions. Choice of the books was not always accepted.
When Slovenian books, which were published in Balkans had been delivered, father:
‘[...] reprimanded the son not to do such shopping any more, because no one can
understand such writing in our lands’19.
Prince Krzysztof also commended the purchase of interesting titles, and even proposed to:
‘Library non numerosam, but selectam et ornatam for Janusz make’20.
Perhaps Reinhold Adami, who accompanied young Radziwiłł in the time of his
studies, realized this duty. Adami became later ‘bibliothecarius ducalis’, that is the court
hetman’ s librarian21.
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Books collections in Birzhai, Kiejdany or Niasvizh were not always enough for the
magnates. They used other libraries of their courtiers or priests, too. In one of his letters
Baltazar Krośniewicz apologized for not being able to send ‘psalms and other French
songs’22. Jan Romanowski the priest, gave the prince information about the books of Bielski
and Sarnicki, found in the library in Lubecz. Simultaneously he informed about the lack of
Stryjkowski’s23.
The most of mentions about books searched by Krzysztof Radziwiłł concerned theological and polemic publications. That kind of works were sent to him by i. a. Marcin Broniewski, Andrzej Rej, Stanisław Buczyński24. Servants also borrowed the books needed: Jan
Zygrowiusz the priest sent the Bible back, Andrzej Dobrzański returned the book about
apostasy, while Rysiński thanked for religious book sending25.
The Radziwiłłs’ libraries from Birzhai were enlarged by purchasing the book collections belonging to their courtiers and relatives. We know Rysiński’s list of books, whereas
there are no data concerning Winhold’s book collection. Probably this library was also
bought by prince Krzysztof since Eliasz Marmokowicz mentioned it in his letter from 23rd
July 163026.
The circulation of volumes between their owners and the courtiers shows a very
important role of books in cultural life of the court in Birzhai. Disproportionate relations
between the patron and his clients on the level of using the books in some degree were
equaled. Trustworthy courtiers not only used the prince’s collections, but often advise their
protector, were looking for interesting publications for him, finally they offered him to buy
their precious collections.
Libraries became not only the decorations of the residence, but they served their
owners and inhabitants. The books were treated as museum exhibits in the kunstcamera
established in Lubecz. The fashion to originate such type of buildings came to Rzeczpospolita from Western Europe. Janusz Gruchała states:
‘This fashion [...] partly replaced humanistic cult of private library (studiolo);even
graphic presentations of those cabinets of curiosity delusively remind earlier paintings
of “scientist in the study”, but instead of books on shelves and walls natural-ethnographic
exhibits are visible, with the obligatory Indian canoe and stuffed fish hanging from the
ceiling’27.
We can verify these statements in relation to the Radziwiłłs’ cabinet of curiosity,
because next to other exhibits some bibliological objects were found there. They were taken
into account in Spisaniu rzeczy księcia jego Mci kunsztkamerowych w Lubeczu dnia
20 February Anno 164728.
The register was focused on the physical features in description of books (for instance:
‘white parchment book, [...] book in violet velvet [...] wide book [...] book in old binding [...]
large book in black leather binding’) as well as on indications of provenience (‘from
p. Przystan[owski], from p. Lubieniec[ki]’). Some descriptions show the problem of illustra21
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tions (‘book, in which woman and objecting devil’) or language of the work (‘oldfashioned
Latin book, German book, French book’).
In individual cases the author and the title were given (Thesaurus Rej). Apart from
unusual exhibits in the kunstcamera very practical volumes were found: books of expenses
and various registers, and even ‘desk for books covered with red morocco and with the door
for hiding in’).
Was the Radziwiłłs’ museum used only as the place of gathering curiosities? Before
that in Lubecz the treasury functioned where books were also kept i. a. coming from collective libraries. It is noted in register from 163329. Those books were sealed with ‘prince
signet’. According to Urszula Augustyniak, Krzysztof Radziwiłł purchased the evangelical
priests’ book collections and the part of inventoried collective libraries. Perhaps the attempt
of one ‘central’ Protestant library creation was the result of conviction that persecutions of
fellow-religious would be intensified. The prince gave that reason in his testament:
‘Because they can come such tempora litteris adversa (as it is observed now) that both
schools and libraries would be limited’30.
In 1655 Rejestr rzeczy pozostałych w zamku labaczawskim w piwnicy i skarbnicach
showed that 72 dozens books were kept there ‘large and small Latin books, German,
Jewish’31.
The Radziwiłłs of Protestant line did not build separate room for storing books, admittedly Krzysztof had planned to equipped the residence in Birzhai in library. He expressed
that in his testament, but this intention had never been realized. Books were maintained in
the treasury or in particular living rooms.
The Radziwiłłs from Niasvizh possessed the separate room for the library since 17th
century. They did not have to scatter the collection, they also cared for register of resources
showing today their favourite reading image. Besides, books were suitably bound and
marked with special superexlibris. These days it enables the researchers identification of the
books of the Radziwiłłs’ provenience.
The modern researches on functioning the ancestral Radziwiłłs’ libraries from Niasvizh
and Birzhai lines are possible, first of all, not only on the base of preserved monuments
from the collection, but thanks to inventories and registers from 17th century. The lists
allow – in most cases – to identify bibliographically and next to describe the cultural role of
the books. Similarly correspondence of those days reveals much about works’ circulation. It
let estimate reading reception of the particular titles. Owing to these sources we can
approach to functioning of books within the magnates’ patronage.
Translated by Małgorzata GWADERA
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